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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following SQL Server 2012 features generates
numeric values at a defined interval and order?
A. index
B. sequence
C. bigint
D. number table
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff878091%28v=sql.110%2
9.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
How is an event magnitude calculated?
A. As the sum of the three properties Severity, Credibility and
Relevance of the Event
B. As a weighted mean of the three properties Severity,
Credibility and Relevance of the Event
C. As a weighted mean of the three properties Severity,
Credibility and Importance of the Event
D. As the sum of the three properties Severity, Credibility and
Importance of the Event
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
While building multiple virtual machines on a single host
operating system, you have determined that each virtual machine
needs to work on the network as a separate entity with its own
unique IP address on the same logical subnet. You also need to
limit each guest operating system to how much system resources
it has access to. Which of the following correctly identifies
steps that must be taken towards setting up these virtual
environments?
A. The virtual machine software must define a separate physical
network interface to each virtual machine so that the guest
operating systems can have unique IP addresses and then define
how much of the systems RAM is available to the guest operating
system.
B. The virtual machine software establishes the existence of
the guest operating systems and the physical system resources
to be used by that system will be configured from within the
guest operating system.
C. The virtual machine software must define a separate virtual
network interface to each virtual machine as well as how much
RAM should be available to each virtual machine.
D. The virtual machine software must define a separate virtual
network interface since each system needs to have an IP address
on the same logical subnet requiring they use the same physical
interface on the host operating system.
E. The virtual machine software must define a separate virtual
network Interface to each virtual machine and then define which
unique logical hard drive partition should be available to the
guest operating system.
Answer: A
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